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Open doors lead to three car thefts
THREE
STUDENTS FIND
ITEMS MISSING
FROM THEIR
UNLOCKED
CARS AFTER
~EAVING AN
ALPHA
O MICRON PI
MEETING.

BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
NEWS EDITOR

While attending a meeting for
Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority,
three students had items stolen
from their unlocked cars Sunday
around 7 p.m. outside the Special Education Building.
"I hcudly ever leave my car
unlocked, but for some reason I
did," Whitney Coleman, sophomore from Murray, said.
Coleman said she walked out
of her sorority meeting to her car
to find the contents of her glove
box strewn over the seat. Her cell
phone and her book bag were
missing.
She said she was only away
from her car for about two

hours.
St. Louis, said she didn't leave
"I don't see how someone her car unlocked but her keyless
could have broken into three entry feature on her car had malcars like that and no one see functioned.
them," Coleman said.
"My passenger side door
Coleman's backpack was later could have been unlocked,"
found in the dumpster behind .Martin said. "I don't know."
the Special Education Building.
Martin said her cell phone was
There was nothing missing from still in the car, but $250 worth of
it.
COs were missing.
Robin Myhill, sophomore
Mittie Southerland, interim
trom Murray, said her CD player
director of Public Safety, said
was missing when she left the
this is the time of year when
meeting.
Although she said she has more thefts occur and students
insurance, Myhill was not opti- should be more aware of the
mistic about her CD player being security of their belongings.
"It doesn't matter how long
found.
you
are going to be away,"
"I guess if it happens it hapSoutherland
said: "Make sure
pens," Myhill said.
Hilary Martin, freshman from you lock your doors."

Gas-out fuels sucess for local stations
BY LOREE STARK
STAFF WRITER

After much hype and hope for lowered gas prices, the proposed nation. ~ide gas-out April 7 to Monday was
not a success in the Murray area.
Jennifer Turner, clerk at the Murray
Coastal, said more people than usual
actually came in last weekend.
"l worked that Friday and we were
slammed," Turner said.
Turner said some people had to come
in and get gas, such as certain area business drivers.
· "1 understand that our business

accounts c;ame in," Turner said. "It just
seemed like more people than usual
showed up that weekend."
The effort for the gas-out was Internet-driven. The idea was proposed in
mid-January after gas prices began skyrocketing, and had been circulating
through ~mail to possible participants
until last weekend, when the gas-out
occurred.
A somewhat more successful gas-out
was held in the early '90s, which probably initiated the idea of a gas-out this
time.
The outcome of the gas-out may have
been because of mLc;communication on

the Internet or simply a lack of enthusiasm from gasoline customers.
Alissa Rice, freshman from Fulton,
said she did not take part in the gas-out
because she did not feel it would do any
good.
"I didn't participate in the gas out
because I didn't think anyone else
would and I didn't want to be the only
one," she said.
Apparently, the gas-out did not raise
the eyebrows of any oil executives,
nationally or otherwise. Gas prices are
still at all-time highs and show no sign
of decreasing soon.

State officials believe fire was unintentional
BY M ORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Few
certainties
have
emerged from the ashes of
the two immolated buildings
at Murray Place last week.
However, Cammie Blalock,
leasing coordinator for Murtay Place, 'was able to shed
light on a few of the questions raised since then. 1
Concerning the third
building, Blalock said the
only fire damage was minor
burning on the stairwell,
which was still open-faced.
However, the heat's intensity
will require the wiring laid in

the infrastructure to be
replaced.
The first building to collapse will have to have its
foundation concrete entirely
replaced, but the second
building's
foundation
remained intact. While a
damage estimate has been
performed, only ,Place Properties' insurance company:
has ace~ to it,
,
Mike Barnes, superintendent for Construction Enterprises Incorporated, could
not comment on a possible
cause, only saying there were
many possibilities. Murray

~

Fire Chief Pat Scott said the
investigation of the fire had
been turned over entirely to
the state fire marshal's office,
which in turn had given its
responsibility to the Kentucky State Police. The Kentucky State Police had no
comment on a cause beyond
a news release stating there
was no reason to believe the
fire had been intentional.
Blalock said customers'
confidence in Murray Place
had not faded.
"We had leased 25 of the
apartments in the two buildings already,'' Blalock said.
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"None of those chose to back
out. I'm still going to be living there myself, and if it
wasn't safe, I wouldn't do it.
Mike is doing all in his power
to make sure that the buildings are fire safe."
To encourage teasers,
Blalock said a special on leasing would run through May
31. All wlio lease apartments
with Murray Place will have
their final month's rent free.
"I see it as just a regular
construction issue," Blalock
said. "This has nothing to do
with how sound our buildings are."
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FRIDAY, APRIL 7

agement and the Murray Fire Department were notified.
4:30 p.m. Emergency Medical Services
were requested at the obstacle course in
front of Winslow Dining Hall for an
injured student.
11:01 p.m. Racer Patrol reported a person peeking into cars in the Doyle Fine
Arts Center area.,
11:14 p.m. The fire hydrant in front of
the Collins Center For Industry and
Technology was leaking. Public Works
was advised.

1:33 a.m. The Murray Police Department requested assistance at the Lambda Chi Alpha house on a noise complaint.
1:52 a.m. Campus police were out at
Regents College attempting to locate a
missing juvenile. The juvenile was
located off campus and returned to
McCracken County by the Murray
Police Department.
11:55 a.m. There was a noise complaint
in Franklin College.
12:30 p.m. There was a noise complaintTUESDAY, APRIL 11
in Franklin College.
8:29 p.m. There was a noise complaint 2:06 p.m. Signs at Pullen Farm were
in Richmond College. The source was tom down.
3:12 p.m. Justin Adamas and Aaron
gone on arrival.
Soto were arrested and transported to
the Calloway County Jail.
SATURDAY, APRIL 8
5:13
p.m. An officer was out at the jail
12:23 a.m. Cows were out of the bounds
serving
Housing papers.
of West Farm. Authorities were noti10:11
p.m.
There was a noise complaint
fied.
at
1611 Hamilton Street on loud music
5:33 a.m. An alarm was triggered at
coming from a car stereo in the parking
Wrather Hall. Everything was OK.
11:10 a.m. There was trouble with the lot. The vehicle was gone on arrival.
fire alarm system at Hester College.
12:22 p.m. Skateboarders were told to
leave campus.
8:21 p.m. Students were refusing to
show IDs at Carr Health.
8:53 p.m. The Murray Police Department advised it had a report of a
woman screaming in the Curris Center.
The subject was gone on arrival.

SUNDAY, APRIL 9
4 a.m. A student was found in the back
of a truck. The subject was transported
to the Murray /Calloway County Emergency Room.
7:53 a.m. There was a fire alarm triggered at Mason Hall. The Murray Police
Department was dispatched. There was
a system malfunction. Everything was
OK.
9:51 p.m. Three vehicles were vandalized in the Special Education Building
parking lot.

MONDAY, APRIL 10
9:21 a.m. A student requested transport
to the Murray /Calloway County Emergency Room.
lQ-.32 a.m. Emergency Medical Services
were requested at the Curris Cepter for
a student who was not feeling well.
2:20 p.m. There was loud music behind
Franklin College.
3:28 p.m. A person reported someone
trying to get into the vehicles in the Calloway Avenue parking lot.
3:28 p.m. An elevator was stuck in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Facilities Man-

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12
7:10 a.m. Electricians were testing
alarms at the Special Education Building.
10:35 a.m. A student filed a report of
harassment.
12:01 p.m. Clark College reported finding a bag of marijuana.
1:42 p.m. A cellular phone theft was
recorded.
4:29p.m. Theft of hubcaps was reported
in the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
4:57p.m. Theft of hubcaps was reported
in the Stewart Stadium parking lot.
5:45 p.m. There was a noise complaint
in Elizabeth College. The group was
asked to keep the music down.
7:55 p.m. Hart College Computer Lab
requested an officer for problems with a
group of people.
8:07 p.m. There was a noise complaint
in Elizabeth College.
Racer Escorts - 4
Motorists Assists - 6

Crime Pretrention Tip: Never allow someOIIe who lras been consuming alcohol bthind
tile wheel. Even tire smallest amount of an
alcolrolic beverage can impair judgement
and driving ability.
Police Bt•at is compiled by Morgan Hardy,
assistant news editor, from materials available from Public Safety.
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It is time to break out one pus Sing.

of the oldest cliches in the
book, grab our sticks and
begin beating the dead
horse. Apathy has once
again overcome our campus.
First, only 627 students
found time in their schedules to exercise their right
to vote at Tuesday and
Wednesday's Student Government Association elections; however, this can be
understood and forgiven
since only the lowest executive council position
offered a choice of candidates.
What is inexcusable is the
audience's behavior during
the 42nd annual All-Cam-

Week
How do you feel
about the addition of
the heated outdoor
pool?
II AFTER

THE

FIRST PERSON
DROWNS, IT'Ll

COUATNEY GRIFFITHS

BE SHUT DOWN
AND PROVE IT IS
A WASTE OF
MONEY."

All-Campus Sing has
become one of the most
time-honored traditions at
Murray State. Sigma Alpha
Iota Chorale puts numerous hours into putting on a
top-notch, classy program.
Several parents and alumni
make the trek to Murray
State to witness the event.
In a year when the rain
stayed away, unfortunately,
many students decided to
do the same. Those who
were there seemed to have
their interest chilled by the
nippy April winds.
Audience conversations
nearly drowned out some
of the acts, and the amount
of people who got up and

freshman. Murray
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left as host Sigma Alpha
Iota was wrapping up the
event with a song was
appalling. At times it was
hard to tell if the event was
All-Campus Sing or a Murray State home football or
basketball game.
Take nothing away from
the groups who participated in the event. The songs
were entertaining and the
amount of effort each
group put into its performances was apparent. If
the musical scores did not
entertain the audience, the
sight of WPSD TV-6's Sam
Burrage, who was a judge
for the event, shaking his
bon bon along with the
Alpha Gamma Deltas was

worth students ripping
themselves away from
gripping television or
whatever kept them away
from the event.
The lack of fraternity participation was· disappointing as 'only Alpha Sigma
Phi participated, to the
crowd's delight.
On a campus where tradition is hard to find, the
turnout and participation
at Wednesday's All-Campus Sing does not bode
well. At this rate, the shoe
tree in the Quad might be
the only tradition that will
remain at Murray State
because at least no one will
have the gumption to get
up and cut the tree down.

Our View
Issue:
ALL-CAMPUS
SING, A
LONG-TIME
TRADITION AT
MURRAY STATE,
WAS POORLY
ATIENDED BY
STUDENTS
WEDNESDAY.

POSITION:
T HE TURNOUT AT
A LL-CAMPUS
SING DOES NOT
BODE WELL FOR
THE TRADITION
OF THIS EVENT.

SGA makes
'baaaahd'
pool decision
Our Vtew
Issue:
T HE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT
AsSOCIATION
VOTED IN FAVOR
OF BUILDING A

NEW OUTSIDE
POOL.

POSITION:
THE MEMBERS
SHOULD
REPRESENT THE
VIEWS OF THE
CONSTITUENCY
AND NOT BE
SWAYED BY
UNIVERSITY
ADMINISTRATORS.

•Your Views
Student complains
about lack of toilet paper

Assoc1ate Editor

April 1<4, 2000

Baaaahd! Baaaahd!!! Baaaahd
decision Student Government!
As soon as an adult authority
figure began to talk about constructing swimming pools, even
though very few of the members
will ever take a dive, the SGA
members welcorhed it with open
arms. As a herd of sheep, the
members were led when Dewey
Yeatts explained how the money
could not be better spent.
Only two students voiced a
nay when voting on the decision
- thank you Michael Thorne and
Lindsay Chamberlain. It is wonderful also to note that Thome
will soon be the shepherd of this
herd.
The $100,000-plus budget
planned for the endeavor cannot
be used for housing; however
elevators could be improved
dramatically with that amount C?f
capital. New fitness equipment
could also be purchased and the
cash could buy several shiny
treadmills.
To be involved in the decisionmaking process does not mean
to either approve or disapprove.
When the administration asks
the students for an opinion next
time, try to show that we spend
our time at the University wisely
and prove that independent
thi.nking is almost second nature.

"I'M EXCITED,

HAVE SPLASH

The Murray State News

There is no toilet paper.
This is n phrase heard far too
often on the fourth floor of the
Hester College. If this were but a
one-time occurrence, perhaps it
would not bother me to the
degree to which it does, but tragically it happens nearly every
day. One might chalk this inconvenience up to an insufficient
supply, but it is actually a conscious decision made by certain
members of the janitori.tl staff.
Every bathroom, aside from
those on the fourth floor, is per·
petually stocked with toilet
paper. Even on the off chance a

--

roll runs out, there will always be
a little bit in the adjoining stall.
For us, however, there is none,
not in the stall we plan to use, nor
the one next to that, or the one
next to that, or any of the ones on
the other end of the hall. This has
been the situation quite often
during the last few weeks.
The problem originally started
when somrone, possibly a resident, removed the toilet paper
from the stalls and left it scattered across the bathroom floors.
Before the next day, we heard
rumors the janitorial staff was
planning to no longer restock our
stalls. Sure enough, for the following few days, we had no toilet paper at all, aside from the
amount we would have to snatch
before each visit from the

restrooms on other floors. Eventually the toilet paper began to be
refilled, about 50 percent of the
time. Considering the cleaners
are there every day, this is proof
positive they are not doing their
job to a satisfactory degree.
Whenever the bathroom is
messy, the janitors see fit to
"punish" us, denying us this
basic staple of civilized life. It is
not their place to do so. They
may say I don't know what kind
of messes they have to clean, but
I do, and I sympathize. I worked
janitorial duties at a movie theater for two years, and have
cleaned up filth that would make
the average person retch. Vomit,
feces, gummed popcorn and
many things that would be distasteful to mention here have all

been cleaned away, and while it
did disgust me, I was being paid
to dean, so I cleaned. I knew
when 1 took on the job there
would be moments that were
much less than pleasant, and so
when these moments came about
I had f10 right to complain. Anyone knows a bathroom used by
25 male teen-agers will be disgusting from time to time, and
the people in charge of its maintenance knew this indisputable
fact when they signed on. I ask
now that they cease their personal vendettas and begin doing that
which their jobs call for, because
I for one am tired of holding it in.
Chris Schweizer
freshman
Hopkinsvillt>
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Freshman looks out for mystery patrolman
l would like to start off by giving
Racer Patrol a nice big pat on the
back. After all, I have seen nothing
but excellence from these guys this
semester. In fact, I would say they
are going above and beyond the call
of Racer Patrol duty. I have been
ticketed not once, not twice, but at
least six times this semel>ter
already.
Last semester, I thought I was
pretty smooth. I didn't put any
stickers on my car, I never parked
directly in the front row of whatever colored zone I was invading and
I kept a low profile. 1 skillfully
dodged situations in which I could
get ticketed (one time, I parked ille-

gaily in "Visitor Parking" at Sparks
Hall, locked my keys in the car
while it was running and had to call
my neighborhood Racer Patrol
friends to bail me out, and still
somehow I did not get ticketed.)
But it was not luck, my friends, it
was pure skill.
This semester, however, Racer
Patrol caught on. One night, after I
got off work, I parked my car by the
dorm for five minutes to get a
paper to take to the newsroom,
when low and behold, I was ticketed. It wouldn't have bothered me
so much, but it was the third ticket
I had received that day.
It was at this point I realized one

of three things was happening.
1. One Racer Patrolman (or
woman) has been specifically
assigned to my car. There may actually be more than one, and they
rotate shifts. Nevertheless, these
patrolmen must be attempting such
MacGyver-esque moves as clinging
determinedly to the bottom of my
car as I cruise the campus, waiting
anxiously for me to park in the
wrong zone (which is every zone
except the stadium, because I'm a
freshman.) Someone else is possibly
stationed in front of Hester College,
hiding in camouflage behind trees
and bushes and waiting for me to
make momentary entrances into

the dorm to pick something up
before exiting to find another ticket.
2. My stealth-like skills and evil
war tactics for outwitting Racer
Patrol are waning, and I am losing
my God-given ability to unfairly
avoid parking iUegally. (OK, I
know this one isn't right, but I felt I
should recognize it as a possibility.)
3. Racer Patrol is doing a great
job.
After much debate, I'm going
with choice number three. After all,·
it isn't really Racer Patrol's fault
I'm a freshman, that the University
has failed to realize the benefits of
building a parking garage and that
overall, there should be a law

exempting me from paying parking
tickets because, well, I'm lazy and
frankly, I don't want to walk to the
stadium every day before I go to
work to get my car.
Honestly, I would have paid an
extra $400 the first semester to have
a parking pass allowing me to park
by my residential college. I work
almost every day, and it is no fun
walking to the stadium in high
heels and back to Hester College in
the dark. Until thls happens, I guess
i'll just have to make friends with
the guy under my car.

Loree Stark is a staff writer for "Tile
Murray State News."
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What is everybody's problem with filling out the United States Census?
I have gotten all kinds of angry comments from my friends about filling out
the census, despite the fact most of them
only had to fill out one sheet.
We fill out all kinds of forms in our lifetimes, ranging from applications for college enrollment to forms for jobs. Whether
applying to be a cashier at McDonald's or
a business management executive, nobody
ever really complains about those forms.
These records are open for all sorts of people to look at, but the personal information
from the census is completely inaccessible
to any other organization or group.
I guess the reason I seem to be the oddball about the census is because I was wondering where the forms were when everyone else did not seem to care.
I figured college students would get
them the same time as everybody else, but
when my parents got the forms in early
March and I had not received them by the
time April started, I became a little worried. My cries for action, however, fell
upon deaf ears, both among my friends
and my colleagues at "The News."
I tried to persuade "The News" to invt!stigate why Murray State students had not
received the forms, but the response I got
was "So what?" When I ranted that we did
not have our census yet to my friends at
Regents College, they wondered what I
was so concerned about.
Even the one person at Regents who I
figured would understand my feelings,
my best friend Jonathan Webb, a political
science major, did not care about the census. He chalked it up to being opposed to
big government (he's a hardcore republican while I'm an independent) and
laughed at me when I suggested it was our
duty as citizens to fill out the census.
Now, I'm not exactly so hardcore proMurray State that I absolutely felt I had to
fill out my census in Murray, but the big,
bold warning on my parents' form that
said not to count college students who live

away from home while going to college
convinced me to fill out the census in Murray.
Murray State residential college students
finally got the census last week, and I lost
my frustration about students' attitudes
about the census, thinking many filled out
their forms for home, despite the warning
about college students on the form. I
regained that frustration about Murray
State students not filling out the census,
however, after attending my COM 161lab
Wednesday.
We were starting the process for our persuasive speeches by asking four questions
related to our topic, and one of the students in the class gathered information in
preparation for a census speech. In a lab
class of about 18 people, about half had
filled out or were planning to fill out a census either at college or at home. "It's too
intrusive," they said.
No wonder we have the most apathetic
campus in Kentucky right now. (This
week's SGA election turnout verifies that.)
While students at UK are protesting about
sweatshops on the front door of the
administration building, our student body
can't .find the tim(\ to vote in a campus
election or fill out one sheet of paper that
has their name, social security number,
address and phone number on it for the
government. We put more than that on
credit card applications, resumes, job
applications and sweepstakes entries.
College is supposed to be about learning
lessons that wiiJ be valuable to us in the
future. If you want more funding for federal grant programs either in Murray or in
your hometown, then take five minutes to
fill out the census. The postage is even
free.
The next time your hometown or Murray loses out on a federal program because
of low census turnout, all I have to say is
"Told you so." Believe me, it will happen.
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BIUINGSLEY
"THE NEXT
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HOMETOWN OR
M URRAY LOSES
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FEDERAL
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I
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so.'"

Jason Billingsley is the sports editor for "The
Murray State News."

CBS ' live television event
Internet infects daily liyes
In My
Opinion
did not play up to standards
In My

What happens when you put an allSince there was no plot past that
star cast of actors on a live television point, I can fast forward quickly to the
stage and shoot a t\vo-hour movie in end, where the major twist is. When
black and white?
Clooney and Cheadle penetrate the
A waste of time.
Russian forces and nearly make it to
Somebody gave George Clooney too Moscow, the president decides to
much power. Surely this is not make amends with the USSR.
Clooney's favorite movie of all time.
He tells the Russians if the plane
"Fail Safe," which aired Sunday at 8 bombs Moscow, then he will send a
p.m. on CBS, had more star artillery plane above New York City and bomb
than some major motion pictures, but it. Of course, the president wants to
even that could not pull this movie off. make sure the Americans bombing
It was slow. The shots of planes tak- Moscow will not start a war, so he
ing off were old and grainy. The best wants to make sure the score is even.
roles were the actors who had smaller
I could try to sugarcoat what I think
characters in the movie, including of the plot, but the twist at the end of
Noah Wyle, who played an interpreter the movie, to put it frankly, sucked.
for the U.S. president, played by
No one in his right mind would
Richard Dreyfuss. Dreyfuss has not blow up a city just to make amends for
made a great movie since "Mr. Hol- blowing up another one. That is just
land's Opus."
crazy.
The acting performance of Sam
And all Wyle did was sit in a chair
and interpret what the Russians were Elliott was another disappointment. I
saying for the president.
have only seen Elliott in movies in
I guess what made the movie terri- which he plays a cowboy, and he was
ble started with its plot. Two pilots, good at that. As a senator, however, I
Clooney and Don Cheadle, were sent don't think he could handle that.
off on a routine mission, when their Overall, I think "Fail Safe" would have
"Fail Safe" box malfunctioned and been really good if the people who
gave them a false message. The mes- made the movie had thought the idea
sage was to bomb Moscow and if any- through a little bit more.
one told them differently over the
radio, the pilots had to ignore what Greg Stark is the viewpoint editor for "The
they said.
Murray State News."

Opinion

GREG STARK

"I

COULD TRY

TO SUGARCOAT
WHAT

I THINK

OF THE PLOT,
BUT THE TWIST
AT THE END OF
THE MOVIE, TO
PUT IT FRANKLY,
SUCKED."
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A new social disease is sweeping its
way through campus and spreading
throughout the entire world. It inJects
our social lives and our non-existent
study habits. No, this is not physically
harmful, with the exception of carpal
tunnel syndrome and a steady stream
of ultra-violet rays searing into your
eyes and eradicating the retinas.
This is not some weird foreign virus.
It's the Internet. Now, I am not talking
about people occasionally checking
their e-mail or research for that 10page paper on "The Dangers of Using
a Fork" that is due the next day. I do
not have a problem with those few
sex-deprived souls who go to porno
sites. If they want to get off watching
someone naked and accidentally
shock themselves while licking the
screen, that's perfectly fine with me.
What really gets to me about the
Internet are people who sign on and
talk to complete strangers in chat
rooms for hours on end. Don't these
people have anything better to do
than getting to know Joe Blow in Wisconsin, who is killing some time
before he has to go milk some cows?
I know people who ignore their hee
time, study time and, at times, their
personal hygiene just to talk to complete strangers on how the grass in
Kentucky is not blue, and yes, we
have all our teeth. I even tried to find
out what it was all about.
The other day I signed into a chat
room called "Philosopl1y." It sounded

interesting, and I figured maybe this
was where the intellectual people on
the Internet killed their time. Boy, was
I surprised. I signed on and was introduced to a room full of raving idiots.
They could not spell, didn't make
complete sentences and philosophy
was not even brought up in the entire
teeth-grinding, brain-sucking 10 minutes I stayed there.
The jargon used in these rooms
made people sound like they should
go back into grade school and relearn
their ABC's. J/k Gust kidding) and
BRB (be right back) were a commonplace. Yeah, I'm sure it saved time, but
it made the chatters sound like a
chimp had gotten hold of the keyboard.
The conclusion I came to after this
little experiment was these chat rooms
are stupefying America, both socially
and intellectually. People use time
they could be spending hanging out
with their friends, or heaven forbid,
doing homework or even rearranging
their rooms instead talking to complete strangers.
I tried to understand, but I still don't
get it. Maybe it's because I'm technologically retarded. Maybe it's because
I like the real world. But I think it's
just that I do not want to turn into a little chimp slamming on a keyboard
and eating a banana.

Krista Matheny is a staff writer for "Tire
Murray State News."
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KRISTA
MATHENY
" THE JARGON
USED IN THESE
(CHAT) ROOMS
MADE PEOPLE
SOUND LIKE
THEY SHOULD
GO BACK INTO
GRADE SCHOOL
AND RELEARN
THEIR

ABCs."
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Election

2000
President
1. Michael Thome

Vice President

519

1. Kevin Lowe

Treasurer

Secretary
1. Nikki Key

1.Jennifer H ibbs
2. Melissa Baker

495

Senator-at-Large

Jeremy Edwards/The News

I wonder who she's voting for?: Nikki Key, j unior from Paducah and
secretary-elect, completes her ballot before the p olls close Wednesday.

IFC votes down Kappa Alpha
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER
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By a vote of 12 to 2, members
of the lnterfraternity Council
decided Tuesday not to allow
Kappa Alpha Fraternity to
return to Murray State's campus.
The Un iversity's chapter of
Kappa Alpha was active from
1969 to 1995 when its national
council closed it down because
of poor conduct. Nevertheless,
Kappa Alpha maintains a strong
group of Murray alumni, who
said they will not give up on the
possibility of reestablishing the
fraternity on campus.
"We're disappointed but not
disheartened," Murray State
Kappa Alpha Alumni President
Steve Finkle said. "Murray is our
home and we'll be back."
Kappa
Alpha
plans
to
approach the lFC again next
year, asking for admission on

campus, Finkle said.
sentative Tony Jonas said.
Fraternities in the council
Alpha Sigma Phi and Alpha
voiced concerns that another Phi Alpha members that voted
Creek organization would help to accept Kappa Alpha.
erode already diminishing Rush
"We were given a shot five
numbers.
years ago, and we didn't have a
"I think fraternities made the problem with them coming to
decision they did because they campus," Alpha Sigma Phi Presdon't feel that at this time anoth- ident Ben Gross said. "We
er fraternity wou ld help the
thought it might put a little
Greek system," IFC Pr~sident
spark in the Creek system."
Chris Smith said. "[f the fraterniGross also said Kappa is simities get a chance to get back on
lar to his fraternity in the area of
their feet, as far as Rush numbers
gentlemanly conduct. Alpha
go, r think there would be a posSigma
Phi is known as the northsibility of another fraternity
ern gentleman's fraternity and
being added."
Kappa Alpha members told Kappa Alpha has a reputation as
the IFC in a meeting two weeks the southern gen tleman's fraterago they would attract a d iffer- nity, he said. Founded in Lexingent set of students, but some fra- ton, Va., Kappa Alpha is based
on principles associated with
ternities didn't agree.
"If you're in a fraternity and Confederate Gen. Robert E. Lee,
you've rushed, everybody is which include reverence to Cod,
rushing the same group of ~,~..,~
guys," Alpha Tau Omega repre- flemanly conduct.

~' C ASH

of Paducah
P.O. Box 1 88
Paducah. KY 42002
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29
29
26
18
15
10
8
7
6

College of Humanities
and Fine Arts
1. Stacy Stephens

49
39

2. Jayme Duncan

112

2. Tera Overby
3. Hilary Martin
4. Brad Forrester
5. }ace Rabe
6. Joe Ponder
7. Marcus Livers
8. Robert Kick
9. Morgan Hardy

106
97

College of Science,
Engineering and
Technology

91

74
54
43

39
24

Constitutional Referendum
On the merger of the Residentia l
College Association with the
Student Governmen t Association:

456

92

1. Stephanie Warford
2. Jason Albritton
3. Chad Price
4. Jonathan McGregor
5. Scott Sageser

52
50
49
45
41

School of Agriculture
1. Clay Wells
2. Brian Bradley
3. Greg Cliftqn
4. Wealy Belt

32
21

12
9

IN A FLASH''
the art and &etence ot pyra flower and plant euencm

Cars • T rucks • G uns • Kn ives • TV's
S t ereos • M u sical Eq uipm e nt • C o i n s • J e w e l ry
S t a mps • B aseb a ll Card s • A ntiq u es • Miscella neo u •

•;
••

1. John David Son
2. Lori Brown
3. Kelly Pippy Conner
4. Thomas Hobbs
5. Stephanie Daniel
6. Danika Warriner
7. Lynsey Walters
8. Shanna Spiker
9. Tori Cooper

115
115

1. Kim Alexander

Loans On An3'~hinlf OJ Value
W e Tote The Note Auto Sales

~

••

College of Education

294
255
243
219
216
214
181
172
157
121

College of Business
and Public Affairs

1. Yes

341
238

l\lletropolltan Commun ity Church

c

••
•

1. Brett Keohan
· 2. D avid Perlow
3. I:.indsay Chamberlain
4. Amy Bowling
5. Rebecca Francis
6. Daniel Ballard
7. Jon Wright
8. Billy Hansen
9. Ma tt Hel ton
10. Bryan Meurer
11. C. Ryan Shelton
12. Chris Smith

523

Meeting at:
626- B Broadway
(Behind Curtis
M ay•s Studio)

28
Services:
S unday 11 : 00 A . M .
W e d . 7:00P. M .

4 : 3 0-Sp.m.
(270) 443-3339
(270) 753-6361

Year Anniversary

713 S. 12 St. MURRAY, KY 42071
753-7113
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Why waste another summer running on the treadmill to nowhere, when you could be toning your
abs, geuing in shape and having fun while you're learning to defend yourself?
Our Cardio Kickboxing program takes the music, excitement and energy of aemhics
but adds ·Important self-dell!nse techniques like jabbing, kicking. punching and hi<Xking. You leam while you bum at 800 calories per hour! (According to Muscle and
Fitness Magazine who rated aerobic kickboxing as the numbe r one calorie burnln~
workout!)
There's no physical contaq, no uniforms (you wear your regular workout clothes) and
best of all you' ll love it! Classes are formi ng now, call today!

Call Today!

1f

753-6111

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murray, KY

Celebrate Earth Day.
Make a Difference with Aveda'sA~intments for the Earth.
In April Aveda wll dorote o porticll of 1he proceeds frOm services and
select products to organizations that work for biodiversity. Be on instant
environmentalist ard activist- and look be1tec too. Make your
Appdntment fcr the Eorth today at portq:x:Jting Aveda Concept Sc:llorn
ord Enwonmentot UtesMe Stores.
Come In and sign a petition to help save the tropical forest. Receive a
free. toguo nut bracelet v.tren you pJchose new sop moss shampoo or
coodle.

@;e; &v't~l'llia! 0w/ cfoa/
73 77 Johnson Blvd.
767-0760

~

WantA
Challenge?
OFFICER

AVAILABLE IN STOCK COLORS

~ .....-,..RED ~....a

•BLUE

~...,..

•BLACK

FOR PICK-UP AND DELIVERY CALL

CogPius

753-7117

TRAINING

SCHOOL

Starl your career off on rhe nght foot by enrolling •n the Air Force
Off1cer Tratntng School. There you wdl become a commiSSIOned
offtcer tn just 12 weeks. From the start you·n enjoy great pay,
complete medtcal and dental care. 30 days of vacat1on each year.
plus the opportunity to travel and
AIM HIGH
see the world To discover how high
a career in the Atr Force can take
----you, call 1-800- 423 · USAF. or vrsit
our
website at www.arrforce com
www.airforce.com

-& ) ; .

--Coupon--,

Spring 1
Special! 1
s1oo Off
I
Whopper®
I
Value
1
Meal

-----~
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PETA encourages Christians to stop 'dining on death,' go vegan
A NEW PETA

By

CAMPAIGN
CLAIMING
JESUS CHRIST
WAS
VEGETARIAN
MAY SOON
HIT A
BILLBOARD
NEAR YOU.

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

MORGAN HARDY

Before, eating meat just earned
you disdain from the members of
People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals as a cruel and meanhearted person. Now, in its latest
campaign, PETA says you might
just go to hell for it.
PETA's last major campaign,
"Got Beer?!" was discontinued
within days of its inception, but
opponents' wrath has bl'l'n shorter
in coming for its latest featured
campaign, "Jesus Was a Vegetarian: Show respect for God's creatures - follow Him."
Billboard corporations in Alabama refused to run advertisements
depicting Jesus with a shining
orange slice above his head along
with the campaign's slogan. Most
companies rejected the campaign
on the basis that it was offensive to

many people in the area. Other
billboards show a rendering of
God proclaiming "Thou Shalt Not
Kill" along with the motto.
While the campaign has not yet
extended into Kentucky, the billboards may be seen in many areas
of the southeast along the Bible
Belt. Sean Gifford, one of two vegetarian campaign coordinators for
PETA, said Kentucky is high on the
list of advertising targets in
PETA's campaign.
"A lot of people have rejected the
billboard ads because of their
alleged controversy, but overall,
there hasn't been much negative
response," Gifford said. "People
are giving up meat all the time
because of our campaigns."
"We feel Christians are naturally
inclined toward compassion, so
they will more easily see the cruelty in eating meat," Gifford said.
"Many people defend their meat-

eating habits on the interpretation
of the passage of the Bible giving
us stewardship and dominion over
the animals of the earth, but when
we're sitting down for a meal and
dining on death, that's not stewardship."
"Christians have a choice,"
PET A's
web
site,
www.jesusveg.com, states. "When
we sit down to eat, we can add to
the level of violence, misery and
death in the world or we can
respect His creation with a vegetarian diet."
The site goes on to describe inhumane conditions in "factory
farms," including dehorning,
debeaking and castration, with the
end result of being "trucked without food or water, through all
weather extremes, to a frightening
and hellish death."
The group has sen t letters to
leading evangelists requesting

they advocate a vegetarian
lifestyle, written all 449 domestic
Catholic bishops and the near
17,000 Catholic priests requesting
support and sent a missive to the
Vatican requesting Church support.
"We've been targeting some of
our billboards in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, because we feel
that Catholics may be more receptive to our efforts," Gifford said.
Those following the Catholic
religion are forbidden to consume
meat on Fridays during the religious holiday Lent.
Other actions of PET A in its
"Jesus Was A Vegetarian" campaign have been even more radical. Bruce Friedrich, the other vegetarian campaign coordinator for
PETA, has been traveling the United States with a man dressed as
Jesus Christ. They have been travelling to restaurants and steak-

houses across the southeast
encouraging a vegetarian diet and
warning about the spiritual implications of continuing to eat meat.
Many feel PET A's actions have
exceeded the bounds of good taste.
"They have created a web site
with a highly emphasized quote
from Rev. Andrew Linzey that
supposedly backs up their claim
that Jesus was a vegetarian and
that we should all be vegetarians,
but, it clearly shows at the bottom
of the 'web page that Rev. Linzey
discounts the argument that jesus
was a vegetarian," Jonathon
Watkins, sophomore from Henderson County and member of Chi
Alpha, said. "I guess PETA didn't
want you to see that part of the
web page, but I did."
Said Watkins: "If you believe the
entire word of God, then you can
plainly see that Jesus was not a
vegetarian."

Adoptions of Kentucky, Inc.
Where Families Come Together

Start your engines with
the right parts from
•
•

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.

Are you pregnant?
<Jnable to parent at this time?

WE CAN HELPI
•

•
•

1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

Counseling provided
Pregnancy expenses ~
You choose loving parents

753-4424

CanTon Free
D1y (800) 542-5245
£\oenlng (800) 820·4091

f??.a./<e- ~ea~~u~/
<

·-----------·
: ~ • jVIrs. Ann c~:

• TranServe Automatic
Transmlssm Service
• Flush & Fill Machine
• Complete Fluid Change
• Cooling System SeMce
• Belts & Hosea

!l'.J/i o:hO/''

CV'itabath

:

1
I 'tells p4St, preunt di fllture I
I and tUISMHlrs all quatloiU I

naturals

Purchase any combination of 3 Vitabath naturals
gels, lotions, or mists get FREE wire basket.
605-C S. 12th St. (inside Mr. Postman)
CELLTOUCH ,

lnc.

CELLULAR • PAGING • INTERNET
AND MOREl

767-9111
Dixieland Shopping Center
(Behind Hardees on Chestnut Sl)

Paging

Sp~cial

$65.95

CALL AIOtiT OUR CEUUUR PHON£ SP.EO.US AHD OUR
UNUMIJI:D INTERH£T ACCESS FOR tt1.9J/ MONTH...NO CONTRACTl

1•
I(

Professional lubrication and T.L.C.
for your car. truck. motor home.

POOL & DARTS

lnclud~s pag~r,
actiavtion f~e, &

3 months sctrvicct!

: 10% off for MSU students :

507 S. 12th St.- Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

COLD BEER

· Lowest Internet Price Anywhere

-A.s ·Low As $12.50 Per Month
•V.90 and ISDN
· No Busy Signals
• NO SETUP FEES

D

ca•l Now 800.562.4959

It's Time For A Change!
Prior Asst. Commonwealth Attorney
Prior Asst. County Attorney
Private practice for 5 years

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

13

I would appreciate your vote on May 231

; :::

;:

;;;;-
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$8000 Signing Bonus
FREE COLLEGE TUITION

Mllet south of Murray

12 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline Lottery

For working one weekend a month
and two weeks a year

1-800-GO-GUARD
KENTUCKY NATIONAL GUARD

UK

University of Kentucky

SUMMER
.
SCHOOL
2000
First Summer
Session
May 9- June 6
Second Summer
Session
June 8 - August 3
For a schedule and
information call:
Cindy
606 257-3382
800 432-0963

,_,__,

1
• -tel

AND

Sat. Apr.15 ·Leather & lace
Thuf$. Apr.20 ·Dog's Mercury

Professionalism in office
Protect YOUR rights, not the criminal

161-0508

Bands

FILE YOUR
DCI INTERNET 1'5 HERE!

wlth this coupon

·-----------il

No Minors on Band Nights

LAST CHANCE TO

Psf1clric Reader :
di lldvisor
1

su

Cheerleading
Blue· Squad Co-Ed

TRYOUTS
• Saturday, April 15, 2000
12 noon Carr Health South Gym
Informational Meeting- Mandatory
f riday, April 14, 2000
4 :30pm Carr Health South Gym

Try - Out Clinic
Friday, April 14, 2000
5-9 pm ~arr Health South Gym
Open Gym Saturday, April 15, 2000
10 -12 noon Carr Health North Gym

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR: TARA SHElBY
AsSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR:
MEUSSA STONEBERGER
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PHONE:

762-4480
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Photos by Ryan Brooks
(Left) Alpha Gamma Delta performs
their rendition of Bobby McFerrin's
Don't Worry, B~ Happy. The sorority won
In their division of the competition.
(Below) Jamie Brenner watches the
remainder of the contest after singing a
Disney Spectacular with her sisters of
Alpha Delta Pi.
(Far bottom) Members of Alpha Sigma
Alpha present We're in the Money. Their
Broadway Ladles and Money theme also
included Big Spender and Whatev~r Lola
H'tlnts, Lola Gets.

New division added to competition
....

BY TARA SHELBY
COLLEGE

IJFE EDITOR

For the first time in three years, All-Campus
Sing contestants were not "Singing In the
Rain."
Sigma Alpha Iota Chorale held the annual
event outdoors Wednesday afternoon on the
steps of Lovett Auditorium despite the cool
temperatures.
Jessica Miller, senior from Paducah, is a
member of Alpha Delta Chi, which competed
in the individual division.
"I was excited that we got to have it outdoors this year, but it was slightly chilly,"
Miller said.
The event brought different campus organizations together.
"We enjoyed competing and mingling with
the other fraternities and sororities on cam-

Theatre group Sock and Buskin, the oldest
pus," Miller said.
All Campus Sing traditionally consists of student group on campus, won both the in de·
three categoriC!>; the independent division, pendent division and overall crowd appeal.
the sorority division and the fraternity divi- The theater group performed songs by Britsion. This year, with five residential colleges tany Spears, Backstreet Boys, N'Sync and
competing, the colleges had their own divi- Christina Aguilara.
White College won first place in the resision.
"The sisters of Sigma Alpha Iota worked dential college division with songs from the
really hard for many months to put this '60s. Alpha Sigma Phi was unopposed in the
together, and with everyone showing up, it fraternity division. The fraternity received
really paid off," Christine Hall, member of first place for "Gone Country." Alpha
Gamma Delta took first place in the sorority
Sigma Alpha Iota, said.
jessica Naas, senior from Hopkinsville, also division with forgotten songs of the '80s,
saw the effort that was necessary to organize including "Mickey," "La Isla Bonita,'' ''Don't
Worry, Be Happy" and "True Colors."
the campus-wide event.
"All Campus Sing was a hit this year,"
"It was groovy that everybody put so much
hard work into this," Naas said. "I think it's Christine Vaughan, sophomore from
important for college students to get together Louisville, said. "I wouldn't have wanted to
be a judge. They had a tough dt.>cision."
and sing and dance.''

Comedian concert makes bi
BY PATRICK ABANATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Start with a Saturday night, pour in an arena of
people and add an abundance of humor. Before
long, one will have "A Splash of Comedy."
Racer Arena will roar with laughter Saturday
night as Rattler Promotions presents" A Splash of
Comedy" with comedians Shawn C and B Phial.
The two comedians claim fame by having been on
"Comicview," which airs on BET.
All the money used for promoting "A Splash of
Comedy" has been contributed by the sole sponsor, Bruce Jeffers. jeffers, junior from the Virgin
Islands, said this is something he has always wanted to do.
"I've always had a lot of ambition to just do stuff
like that, comedy shows and doing comedy like
that," jeffers said.
Many people see this project as an insurmountable task for one person to take on by himself, with
only a few friends to help sell tickets and spread
the word. But Jeffers sees it in a different light.
"Other people think this will be too much work
for one student to get up and do it., but I just
believe that, you know, l can do anything I want if
I just put my mind to it," Jeffers said.
So far, jeffers has spent more than $10,000 on
publicity and tickets. Jeffers said he has seen an
overwhelming response from the students, despite
some rumors that have been circulating, about the
show being canceled.
"The response from the people, the students here

on campus and different areas, I mean, everybody's talking about coming and stuff, but you
never know until that night," Jeffers said.
jeffers has been involved with past events at
Murray State, such as a party for Homecoming in
which he was able to get disc jockeys and dancers
from New York to come perform. Jeffers said "A
Splash of Comedy" is the biggest event with which
he has been involved. With publicity throughout
the local area and outer areas, such as Western
Kentucky University, Eastern Kentucky University
and Austin Peay, jeffers expects the show to have
a large audience.
Many other students on campus feel this will be
,m enjoyable evening. Bill Robison, senior from
Pinckneyville, Ill., said he thinks the show will be
funny and is very .much looking forward to "A
Splash of Comedy."
" I think it's a good idea to bring more stuff to
campus, and it's for a wide variety," Robison said.
Danny Minton, sophomore from Louisville, is
also planning to attend the show.
Chanta Anderson/guest
" I have never been to a comedy concert before,"
Bruce Jeffers, junior from the Virgin Islands, is the sole sponsor of'"A Splash of Comedy." The show
Minton said. "I'd like to go to check it out."
One big concern ~orne people have about the will feature comedians Shawn C and 8 Phlat.
show is the misconception that this event is aimed
Being careful not to risk offending people of dif- Saturday in Racer Arena. Tickets will be $8 in
only at an Airican American audience. Jeffers said ferent ages with content of the comedy, Jeffers took advance and $9 at the door. For information about
this is not true.
the target age group into consideration when plan· "A Splash of Comedy," contact 762-2934 or 762"For some reason, when there's, like, a black per- ning the theme of the comedy. The subject matter 2023.
son putting on something, everybody thinks it's of the comedy, which Jeffers rats to be PG-13, is
A party will follow the show at the Armory.
for blacks only, and if it's a white person putting aimed at an audienc~ of both college and high Admission to the party is free with an'' A Splash of
on something, they think it's a whites only and it's school students.
Comedy" ticket. Low Key Productions will provide
not," Jeffers said. "It is for everybody."
"A Splash of Comedy" will take place at 8 p.m. entertainment for the party.
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HAVE A LOOK AT UPCOM ING EVENTS
ON CAMPUS AND AROUND TOWN .

To POST INFORMATION IN THE

762-4480 OR FAX
762-3175.

CALENDAR, PHONE
IT TO

• Sale-MSU
Horticulture
Club plant sale,
New Green
House, 8 a.m. to
4p.m.
• VITA- Income
tax assistance,
Business
Building Room
353, noon to 4
p.m.
• ConcertUniversity
Chorale, Choral
Union and
Chamber Singers
Concert, Lovett
Auditorium, 3:30
p.m.
• Theatre- "Lies
and Legends,"
Wilson Hall third
floor, 7 p.m.
• Film- Murray
Independent
Filmmakers
I
Association Film
Festival, Curris
Center Theatre,
7:30. to 9 p.m.

9

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

• Animal Health
Technology
Day- A. Carman
Pavilion, 8 a .m.
to 4 p.m.
• Early Bird
Registration- For
new freshmen
only, 9 a .m. to 5
p.m.
• Theatre- " Lies
and Legends:
The Musical Stories of Harry
Chapin," Studio
Theatre, Wilson
Hall third floor, 7
p .m.
• Film- Murray
Independent
Filmmakers
Association Film
Festival, Curris
Center Theatre,
7:30 to 9 p.m.

• Sunday schoolCelebration
Sunday service,
Chi Alpha,
Curris Center
Theatre, 10 a .m.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.

•RCAResidential
College
Association
m<'eting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room,5 p.m.
• Bible studyBaptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha,
Elizabeth College
Study Lo unge, 9
p.m.

• SGA- Photo
buttons, Curris
Center Rocking
Chair Lounge, 10
a.m. to 2 p.m.
• PresentationCollege of
Hum artistic
Studies Student
Colloquium,
Curris Center
third floor, 11
a.m . to 5 p.m .
• OrientationSemester in
Regensburg,
Woods Hall
lobby, 4 .p .m.
• CAB- Campus
Activities Board
Meeting, Curris
Center Tennessee
Room, 5 to 6 p.m.

• WorkshopWork
preparation,
Lowry Center
second floor, 3:30
to 4:15p.m.
•SGA- Senate
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 5 to 6 p.m .

• Dog Day- Free
hot dogs and
sodas in the
Quad, 11 a.m.to
1 p.m.
• Judicial Board
meetingParking tickets
appealed, Curris
Center
Cumberland
Room, 3:30 p.m.
• Concert- Brass
Chamber Music
recital,
Performing Arts
Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Center, 8
p.m.

•Worshi~

Murray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p .m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha,
Curris Center
Theatre, 7 p .m

I

Pink's lyrics focus on lack of love
Music
Review
Album: Pink
"Can' t Take Me
Home"
Grade: F
Comments:
"Where do
these people
come from and
how do they get
record deals?"

BY KYLE SHADOAN
STAFF WRITER

She's only 19 and has a new hit
song, "There You Go," from her
debut CD "Can' t Take Me
Home."
Her name is Pink and she is
the new star from LaFace
Records, which records such
artists as Toni Braxton and Babyface on its label.
Pink's album was also co-produced by Babyface. Previous to
her first solo album, she performed background vocals for
Diana Ross and 98 Degrees.
The only thing about Pink that
would suggest any reason for
her name is her pink hair. The
album continues on this same
path of shallow creativity.

Every single song has to do
with some aspect of love,
whether it is falling in love, losing a guy, a guy not treating her
right, a guy she no longer wants,
trying to decide if she is in Jove
or how crazy love is making her.
After 20 seconds into the first
song, "Split Personality," there
are the lyrics " I do not trust/ So
I cannot love/ Can' t no man be
trusted."
Then we get to the second
song, "Hell Wit Ya," which contains the chorus "I was in love/
But to hell wit ya/ 'Cause you
didn't want to treat me right."
Next, the third song, "Most
Girls," has the opening lyrics " I
never cared too much for love/
It was all a bunch of m ush / That
I just did not want/'

These are all evidence of major
estrogen overflow attitude from
Pink.
Although she wrote only half
of the dozen songs on ''Can't
Take Me Home," the music
doesn' t make up for lack of variety in lyrics. Besides every song
sounding the same, the style
sounds like a cheap TLC ripoff.
It's bland, boring dance music
that is just as disgusting as the
lyrics.
Overall, "Can't Take Me
Home" is completely uninteresting and quite annoying. Pink is a
pink haired, rapping Celine
Dion, who relies on the novelty
of her hair. After listening to this
album, I wonder " Where do
these people come from?" and
" How do they get record deals?"

Interviews
For School Relations
Telecounselors

Albums
1. " Da Brat"Unrestricted"
2. Nickel Creek"Nickel Creek"
3. Tay-Z - " Vol.
3 Life and
Times"
4. Bloodhound
Gang "Hooray
for Boobies"
S. Moe - " Uve"

BMG Entertainment

Pink's album does not contain a variety of music and most
of the songs focus on love and relationships gone bad.

Take this Test, Receive

Requirements:
30+ hou rs with a minimum 2.5 GPA
General knowledge abo ut MSU
Communication/speaking skiiJs
General compu ter skills
Ab ility to work evenings Monday - Thursday

Pick up an application and sign up for an interview time
in the School Relations Office (Sparks Hall, 5th floor)
Ap plication deadline -- April 21,2000
Interview place and dates-- April 25 and 27, 200Q
Curris Center Mississippi Room
Questions?? Contact Jennifer or Stephen at 762-2896

The

.)
At least 2 t

yean of age, valid driver's license.
"MaJor credit cards"
Local plcltup available

Parker J=ord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
Downtown Murray
751 - 5271 Ask for W•d•
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Test Drivet

In college or abo~t to graduate? Simply show your college ID or recent diploma
to test drive any new Chevy car or truck and receive a $50 doughNET certificate
good toward thousands of cool things at doughNET.com. Shop for clothing, CO's,
books and much more, at over 70 e-tailers!
Find out more at

cars to vans

Requirements

Music
Boulevard and
Terrapin Station.

1 ,500 Manufacturer's Cash Rebate*
+$600 College Grad**
$2,1 00 CASH BACK

''Lowest Rates In Town''

Ford Authorized
Rental vehicles

Sources: Sunset

$50 Certificate!
ISN 'T LEARNING
FUN?

Telecou nselors call p rosp ective stude nts to
disc uss their level of interest in Murray State
(Absolutely NO MONEY / DONATION Calls)
•
•
•
•
•
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www.gmgrad.com/scr
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'Lobsterboy' featUre of Murray's
independent filmmaker's festival

The Murray State News
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'Lies and Legends' delivers a good show
BY KRISTA MATHENY

BY RACHEL KIRK

Devin Morgan, sophom ore from
STAFF WRITER
Henderson, w rote, directed and operated the camera for "The Loser." He
The lobsterboy is attacking Murray said he spent many hours working on
tonight.
his film.
''It took four hours just to fil m it,"
The Murray Independent Filmmaker
Association is holding its first film fes- Morgan said.
tival at the Curris Center Theatre,
"The Loser" is about two brothers
where it will show "Attack of Lobster- who fight over a bottle of beer.
"The beer is really symbolic," Morboy" along with three other short films.
The festival is free and will begin at gan said . " It's just the straw that broke
the camel's back."
7:30 Friday and Saturday nigh t.
Brandon Smith, co-president of
john Gibson, sophomore from
MIF A, said the film festival is to raise Robards, said he is excited abo ut showinterest in cinematography on campus. ing his film, "Ma rte A La Sewer."
"We' re coming out of the dark and
Gibson said his film is about G.I. Joes
telling everyone we're here," Smith and Teenage Mutan t N inja Turtles
said . "Murray needs a cinematograp hy fighting each other. He said it is stopmajor and we want the administration motion animation, and it took him five
to see that."
hours of work for the two-minute film.
Still, Gibson swears it is not an
The other films in the festiva l are
"The Loser," "The AII-Nighter" and excuse to play with toys.
"Marte A La Sewer."
Smith said MIFA plans to sponsor
Smith said people h ave sacrificed other film festivals, including an interclass time to work on these films.
collegiate one with the University of
"We have really dedicated individu- Kentucky and Northwestern Universials in MIFA," Smith said.
ty.

STAFF WRITER

The Murray State dance and
theater production of "lies and
Legends: The Musical Stories of
Harry Chapin" brought song to
life and threw it in the onlookers' faces Wednesday.
With a mix of melancholy and
humor, "Lies and Legends" tells
the musical stories of singerI
songwriter Harry Chapin, who
wrote and performed during the
folk era of the late '60s and '70s.
The cast performed 22 songs,
including the most familiar
Chapin song, "Cat's in the Cradle."
The performers did not have
much to work with because they
had few speaking lines and the
stage was relatively small. The
stage size in Studio II on the
third floor of Wilson Hall made
the audience feel like they were
part of the play, with the actors
and actresses regularly making

eye contact.
Renee Saindon, junior from
Perryville, Mo., had a haunting,
beautiful voice that made some
of the songs come to life. She put
emotion into her singing and let
the audience know she understood the true meaning behind
the song.
Other actors who dominated
the stage were Matt Hinz, junior
from Mt. Vernon, Ill., and Blake
Ross, sophomore from Paducah.
Their musical interludes of love
lost and gained came through on
their powerful voices. Hinz
brought the audience to hysterics with his interpretation of a
truck driver with 30,000 pounds
of bananas gone wrong. Ross'
performance was surprising
becau~ he picked the role _
up a
week ago when a cast member
became ill.
D ..] Kelly, junior from Mobile
Ala., shocked the audience with
an
unexpected
striptease.
Melanie Martinez, senior from
Fort Worth, Texas, had a nice

voice, but needed to let go during the dancing. She was also the
show's musical director.
Chapin is not as well-known
now as he was at his peak in the
'70s. His story songs earned him
two Grammy and two Tony
nominations. He died in a car
accident in 1981.
Some of the crew see Chapin
as inspiration, which allowed
them to take a personal interest
in the production.
"[ grew up on Harry Chapin,"
Assistant Stage Manager Eddy
Sakowicz, senior from Elizabeth,
N.J., said. " He had such universal stories, which told y ou to
achieve your dreams and go for
your dreams. He got a lot of cri~
icism, but he persevered. And I,
as an artist, strive to preservere.''
"Lies and Legends," though
well performed, is lost on people
who did not understand Chapin's message through song. The
encore performances will be
tonight and Saturday at 7 p.m. in
Wilson Hall.

Play
Review
Play: Lies and
legends:lhe
Musical Stories
of Harry
Chapin
Grade: B +
Commen ts:
~~~ues and tedgends,' though
well
performed, is
lost on
people who
did not
understand
Chapin's
message
through song."
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Murray student art organization presents spring show
BY WINDY M O HEAD
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

One hundred sixty studentproduced art pieces are on display in the Clara M. Eagle Art
Gallery for the annual art show
sponsored by The Organization
for Murray Art Students.
The University awards $500 to
the best in each class standing

and OMAS gives best of show,
second place and third place.
Local businesses sponsor other
awards.
Susan O'Brien, faculty adviser
of the dub, said two visiting
artists served as a jury and
selected the winning pieces. Students submitted more than 400
pieces.
"The jurists had a tough time,"

O'Brien said.
The OMAS students are satisfied with the show.
"Students put (the show) on
them~elve~," O'Brien said. "It's a
good learning experience."
OMAS student leadership
organized all components of the
show, which opened Monday. •
''Everything went pretty
smoothly, but it was a lot of

work," OMAS Vice President
Ben Watkins, senior from
Owensboro, said.
Students who contributed
work were also satisfied with the
outcome of the show.
"The show looks real good,"
Lynn Pesoatwarren, graduate
student from Kirksy and contributing artist, said. ''There is a
lot of variety and subject matter

as well as media."
Pesoatwarren submitted two
ceramic pieces this year because
she has been pleased with the
show in the past.
"It's always been an outstanding show and I felt I would be
honored to have my work cho·
sen for it," Pesoatwarren said.
Students, faculty, staff and
C?mmunity members are invited

to attend a reception and awards
ceremony today in the gallery at
7p.m.
The show will be on display
until May 6. The Eagle Gallery,
located on the Doyle Fine Arts
Center sixth floor, is open 8 a.m.
to 6 p.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday and 1 to 4
p.m. Saturday and Sunday.

Up 'til Dawn raises more than
$6,500 for St. Jude 's Hospital
BY MELISSA STONEBERGER
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

More than 200 students joined the fight for
cancer last weekend.
Up 'til Dawn, a new fund-raising program
at Murray State, highlighted the final part of
a six-month long project in the Regional Special Events Center on Friday and Saturday
night.
"Up 'til Dawn is about raising money for
St. Jude's because many of the children don't
have the insurance to cover their medical
care," Amanda White, director of Up 'til
Dawn,said.
•
St. Jude's Hospital does not charge its
patients when their insurance runs out or
when they do not have the money to pay for
their treatment. This can cost the hospital up

to $400,000 a year.
All of the participants in the event had
raised at least $100 toward helping St. Jude's
and were rewarded by receiving an all-night
party courtesy of some local businesses.
The participants were treated to food,
games and music. Three local bands performed. Students also celebrated their help to
fight cancer by playing games, such as basketball, volleyball and Twister.
"The council is very thankful to our corporate sponsors and to everyone who gave a
hand," Ginny Jones, Up 'til Dawn public rel.l·
tions coordinator, said. "We want to create
awareness about St. Jude's. Even though it's
in Memphis, it's still a local cause."
The event will be held in the fall next year
to avoid competition with other springtime
philanthropic events.
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Tina Duthrle , senior from Be nton, works in the art studio, concent rating o n a project for Basic Design I.
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Daag looks for third-consecutive OVC golf crown
BY J OE DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Not many people think about wind
speed, green speed and how to make a
putt to win the tournament, but for senior
golfer Jenny Daag, it's par for the course.
Daag, senior from Linkoping, Sweden,
has been a member of the Lady Racer golf
team all four years of her college career.
She started playing golf at 13.
"My mom and dad got me started playing golf because they didn't want to leave
me at home when they went out to play,"
Daag said. "l couldn' t imagine my life
now if I didn't play golf."
Daag started studying English in the
fourth grade and decided to come to the
United States to play golf in college

because of the lack of college-level athletic programs in her country.
Daag is the two-time Ohio Valley Conference Golfer of the Year and has also
captured two individual tournament
titles this season. Last season she outshot
more than 72 percent of her opponents
with an average of 81.
She also shot a 73 in ·the OVC Championship Tournament, leading the Lady
Racers to the OVC title last year. She did
all this while maintaining a 3.3 GPA last
semester, majoring in advertising and
minoring in art.
Daag said golf teaches people a lot of
things about themselves and ways to deal
with things in life.
.
"It requires a lot of thinking and the
ability to focus mentally," she said. "You

can always improve. There is no such
thing as perfect."
Daag said she feels very good about her
performance and the performance of her
team under the direction of three-time
OVC Coach of the Year, Velvet Milkman.
"I' ve never been this excited about our
performance," Daag said. "I feel that all
the practice is paying off and that we
have a good chance of winning this year."
Daag also attributes her success to
someone a little closer than her coach: her
fiance.
A golfer himself, she said he helps a
great deal by supporting her emotionally
on the sidelines.
"It's nice to have him at tournaments
because I don't have any family here,"
Daag said. " He is very open-minded and

helps keep me in a good mood even on
my bad days on the course."
Daag said the only drawback to being
in the United States is she does not have a
car of her own. She said while Murray is
a great place to go to school, she is planning on returning to her home country
after graduation.
"She has really improved her game in
the last few months," Milkman said. "She
has become more consistant with her
shots, and that's exactly what we need
righ now."
Daag, along with seniors Jessica Widman and Tricia Brooks, will lead the Lady
Racers under the d irection of Coach Milkman in pursuit of another OVC title this
season.

Row, row, row

Jenny Daag. senior from
Llnkoplng, Sweeden. is the
two-time defending Ohio
Valley Confe rence champion.

Photos by
Laura Deaton
(Top) The men's crew team
prepares for the Vanity
Eights competldon Saturday.
The team won the race.

your boat

...

Barry Johnson/Guest

(Left) Coxswain Melinda
Hazelwood, freshman from
Milan, Tenn.• leads the
women's Novice Fours onto
the course.

Men's rowing excels
at third annual Racer Regatta
The men's team finished first in the Novice
Fours with a time of 6:41.03. The team tallied up
the second win in the Varsity Eights with a time
The women's rowing team and the men's of 5:46.46. The men's team came in second in
crew team were in competition last weekend at the Novice Eights and in the Varsity Fours, as
the annual Racer Regatta. The men's crew won well.
"I was very pleased with my team's perforthe Novice Fours and Varsity Eights. The womMen's Coach Pat Mulcahy said. "They
mance,"
en's team finished fourth in the Novice Eights.
fought
hard
at the end and pulled out the win."
High winds and choppy waters caused an
Women's
rowing,
which is a varsity sport at
early morning dilemma for the rowing teams.
MSU, didn't fare quite as well. The women
The conditions forced the move of the regatta
faced stiff competition from such nationallyfrom Cherokee Park to Kenlake Marina in
known teams as Creighton and Drake. In all,
Aurora. The temperature was not the best,
four other schools competed against the
either, as it finally settled into the 40's and SO's
women. Creighton, Washington and Vanderthroughout the day after snow flurries in the bilt, entered two teams in some of the events.
morning.
The women's team is also made up of mostly
"The weather was definitely a factor in the novice rowers, making it harder to compete
regatta," Women's Coach KeUy McMonigle against schools that have teams full of experisaid. " It was very cold and very windy."
ence.
The men's team stole the show at the Regatta.
"We didn't do as well as we wanted," Coach
Though not a varsity sport, the team beat other McMonigle said. "We just have to focus and
schools like Vanderbilt and Washington (Mo.) move past this."
to take the top spot in two different events.
The women's rowing team will compete in
"We emptied it out at the end and walked the Southern Intercollegiate Rowing Associaright through them," junior Kelly McDaniel tion Championships on Saturday and Sunday
said.
in Oak Ridge, Tenn.
BY JOE DAN DACUS

ASSISTANT SPOitTS EDITOR

(Below) Men's Vanity
Eights prepan the shell for
a victory over Vanderbilt.

Recent arrests among pro football players brings shame to NFL
Sports Talk

jASON
BIWNGSLEY

"THE NFL
LOGO SHOULD
BE CHANGED TO
BARS AND
STRIPES. "

Another week, another football
player arrested. It's getting to be a
habit isn't it?
The latest player in the National
Football League's roller coaster into
a prison yard ride Monday night
was All-Pro Green Bay Packer tight
end Mark Chmura. The charge: sexually assaulting the 17-year-old
babysitter who had known the family for two years at an after-prom
party held at the Chmura house.
If this charge ends up being a
conviction, wouldn' t it be ironic
since Chmura refused to meet U.S.
President Bill Clinton after the
Packers' Super Bowl win because
Chmura questioned Clinton's character?

After I heard this news Tuesday, I
had an idea. The NFL logo should
be changed to bars and stripes.
Within the last year the NFL has
become the professional sport
league with the highest number of
accused criminals. The depiction of
the character of NFL players is bordering on unsalvageable. This rash
of NFL arrests is making me wonder if l am going to have to stop
being an NFL fan.
When the NBA lost Michael Jordan and seemed to implode with
the lockout/strike, I looked at the
condition of the league and saw a
league of nothing but money-grubbing gangsters who cared nothing
about the game or the fans, but how

many points they got and how
much money they were making (a
Ia Allen Iverson). They were too
busy making bad rap albums and
movies (Shaq) or getting $100 million contracts after just two or three
seasons (Kevin Garnett).
I went two years without buying
an NBA basketball ticket or video
game or watching any professional
basketball. 1 even changed the
channel when "SportsCenter" started talking about an NBA game.
My friends at Regents College
called me out on my near hypocritic stand on NBA basketball this
week when the Chmura arrest was
announced. Here I am hating a
team like the Los Angeles Lakers

and star players like Iverson and
not supporting the league when
four high-profile NFL players in the
last year have been charged crimes.
Eugene Robinson was charged with
trying to elicit sex from an undercover cop the day before the Super
Bowl, Rae Carruth and Ray Lewis
were both charged with murder
and now Chmura is charged with
sexual assault.
The NFL is supposed to be a wellrespected, professional league, but
is now receiving criticism from
XFL, headed by World Wrestling
Federation Chairman Vince McMahon, with comments like, " We
won' t allow criminals in our
league."

The NFL became the No. 1 sp~rt
in America in the 1990s after baseball, hockey and basketball all went
through player strikes o r lockouts.
The NFL's TV audience, especially
during the Super Bowls, went up
and the league was perceived to be
as strong as it had ever. Now that
strength is quickly leaving.
The NFL must examine this dangerous trend of having its players
incarcerated before its name
changes from the National Football
League to the National Felon
League.

jaso11 Billingsley is the sports editor for
1
"Tilt• Murray State News."
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Austin Peay basketball players
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involved In investigation

atMSU, won two
out tt\e four races
it entered at the
third-annual
~ Regatta last
Wftkend.
The team wa$
able to overcome
stiff competition
and hostile
weather to take
top honors twice.
Cheryl Graham,
lreshman from
IFea&tree City,
Ga., helped lead
the women's tennis team to vict~
ff against Austin

Three Austin Peay basketball players
were charged with misdemeanors Tuesday in connection with the alleged
videotaped gang rape of a 17-year-old
girl in a campus apartment February 18.
The students' names have not been
released at press time because of the
failure of the local police and sheriff's
department to arrest all those charged.
The charges range from giving alcohol to a minor to unlawful photography. District Attorney General John
Carney said that more serious felony
charges may follow pending an investigation.
According to the girl, she was visiting
a friend who lived at the college apartments. Her friend took her over to the
accused apartment and she was served
rum until she passed out.
The girl stated she didn't remember
the rape, but her friend was confronted
after copies of the videotape of the girl
engaged in intercourse with eight men
began circulating around campus.
An investigation is still taking place.

Peay Tuesday.
Graham has
recorded the best
individual record
thi$ sea$0t\ at 21-8
bverall and 6-1 in
play. On
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Gennan giant to fill center
position for Racer Basketball

Grant of Austin
Peay in two sets,
6-0,6-0.

The men's basketball team filled a
much-needed position Wednesday by
signing 7-foot-1-inch center Andi
Hornig from Idstein, Gennany. Hornig

Fa.tfact
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~ericanor

~ian-American

OVC Overall

a nd the youngest
golfer tO ever win
the Masters.
Woods finished
With the low~
$COre ever in the
history of the.
toumamentat -18

Athletic department honors
1999-2000 basketball team
Murray State will honor the 1999-2000
Ohio Valley Conference men's basketball champions at its annuaJ awards
banquet Monday at 6:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom.
The banquet includes dinner and
awards. The price is $15 per person.
Reservations can be made by calling the
MSU basketball office at 762-6804.

Baseball ·
Schedule

Baseball
Standings

lthe first African-

signed with the Racers and meets all
academic requirements, making him eligible to play as a freshman next season.
"He is probably the center we've been
looking for since we've been here," Bas-ketball Head Coach Tevester Anderson
said.
Hornig is the son of Rainer and Helga
Hornig. He was one of the top rebounders and scorers for the Gennan Under20 National Team. Hornig made several
visits to other colleges such as Texas
Tech and the University of Maine before
deciding on Murray State.
The Racers have also recruited Jamar
Avant from Murphysboro, Ill., Mumba
Rivera from the Virgin Islands, and
Roderick Thomas from Southern Union
Junior CoUege in Alabama. Anderson
said he expects to sign one or two more
players during the spring signing period.

EKU

10-2 15-17
SEMO
6-2
20-10
MSU
8-3
15·17
MTSU
5-3
18-16
·EIU
6·5
12-18
111J
4-4
15-16
Morehead 2-7 16-15-1
APSU
1-8
17-19
UT-Martin 0-8
7-26

Standings as of April 13

Aprill6

p.m.
lllinios at Eastern filinios, 3 p.m.
Arkansas State at Southea5t
MISSOuri. 3 p.m.
Morehead at louisville, 5 p.m.
W~tem Kentucky at Austin
Peay,6:30 p.m.
liT-Martin at Mississippi. 6:30
p.m.
Vandl!rbilt at Middle Tenn~.
7p.m.
Tl'tll1t!S!iee Tech at Alabama·

Tenni!SSC! Tech at Eastern

Birmingham, 7:05 p.m.

Aprll15
llo!lmont at Munay State, I p.m.
Tennessee Tecb at Eastern
Kentudy(dh), noon
SQutlteast Mbsouri at
UT-~rtin(dh), 1 p.m.
E.lstem lllinio!. at Austln
Peay(dh), 2 p.m.
Morehead at Middle
T~(dh), 2 p.m.

Kentllcl;y, noon
Southeast Missouri at
UT-Martin, I p .m.
East.!m IIUntos at AU5bn Peay,
2p.m.
Morehead at Middle Tennessee.
2p.m.

Eastern Kentucky Athletics Director
Jeff Long announced former UK standout Travis Ford will take over as head
coach of the men's basketball team next
season.
Ford is most weU-known for his years
as a member of the University of Kentucky basketball team under the direction of then Coach Rick Pitino. After
graduating from UK, Ford went on to
the NBA to play for the Golden State
War~iors for a season.
After his rookie season in the NBA,
Ford left to become a coach at Campbellsville University. He led the Tigers
to the NAIA National Playoffs two seasons and compiled an overall record of
67-31. Jr1 the 1998-99 season, he led CU
to a 28-3 overall performance. He was
also voted Mid·South Conference
Coach of the Year that season.
"I'm excited to come to EKU as the
head coach and am looking forward to
this opportunity," Ford said. "The university and the athletics administration
have made a commitment to succeed at
this level and I'm grateful for this
opportunity."

'Lung Card' allows goHers
shot at more courses
The Kentucky Golf Tour Card offers
free or discounted greens fees at more

Today
Men's tennis v• East.rn K.-ntucky
I p.m..

Women's tel\l\ls vs. Eastern
Kentucky 1 p.m
Satutd.ty
Men'•te:Mis va. Ea>lem llltno&
9:30 • m,
Wamen'• m1nls vt S..lmont '1:30
a nt and vs. E&m'Tnllhnai> 1 p.m.
Ml'tl'$ golf at B.tll State lnvltatiO!lal
Women's row111g at SIRA

Regents
Hester
Hart
White
Clark
Richmond
Elizabeth
Springer-Franklin

than 220 courses in Kentucky, Indiana,
Ohio, Georgia and Mississippi. The proceeds from the sales of the cards goes to
the American Lung Association of Kentucky to help it fight lung disease.
The "Lung Cards" sell for $35 each
with a $3,500 value. The total number of
rounds available on the card is about
700. Many parks and other courses offer
unlimited play by cardholders. To purchase a card, contact the American Lung
Association at (800) 586-4872 or
www.Kentuckygolf.com/alainfo.html.
"You can save lots of money, while
supporting the fight against lung disease," professional golfer and trick shot
artist Buddy Demling said.

190
173
157

127
106
78

71

"Sports Briefly" is compiled by foe Dan
Daws, assistant sports editor.

Alpha Tau Omega
Lambda Chi Alpha
Alpha Sigma Phi
Alpha Gamma Rho
Sigma Chi
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha
Sigma Pi

61

Sororities
94
85
82
68

62
61

Alpha Sigma Alpha 88
Alpha Omicron Pi 88
Alpha Gamma Delta 82
Sigma Sigma Sigma 76
Alpha Delta Pi
66

ApdiS

EIU 5-2
NIUJ-8
UK&

mJO
Slmfonl16
APSU 12

~5
APSU S
April ll

St. Loull 20
EIU 12
MIC S

SEM04

intramural

Monday

volleyball

M··n·, leJ\JU$ at Aushn Potay 2:30

MTSU8

0

Arka..,..~SI.lte

OVC Mefl'a •nd Wom.,·s T•"""'
Ch•mpion•hops at Na.lwille

UT2
MTSU l

57

See the Story on
the women's

Ouldoor tra.:k and IMd ••

Aprii20-U

APSU 13

v_....to

Minors2Majors.com launched the
largest baseball contest on the World
Wide Web on Monday, advertising a
$300,000 cash prize. The site was
designed to help raise money for youth
baseball programs.
Other prizes include tickets to the
World Series) playoff games, threegame series and other games during the·
season. To learn more about the site, log
on at www.Minors2Majors.com.

Ch•mpionolnps

pn•

WIW&

Largest pro baseball contest
on Web launched this week

Fraternities

Residential
Colleges

Athletics
Calendar

Aprill8
Murray State at Memphis, 6
p.m.
Xavier at Eastern Kentu(ky, 2

Travis Ford takes command of
Eastern Kentucky basketball

SIU 12
UTM6

·championship at

All intramural
standings updated
as of April13

www.thenews.
org/sports3.htm

The Brothers ol

Sigma Chi
Cordially Invite the Following Ladln to the

White Cross Crush Dance
M.r-...-···- Chi House
2000
Allison Price
Amber Reed
Misty Reid
Sarah Relken
Jessica Reynolds
Alissa Rice
. Kendra Richards
....,...,........... Ross
a Rushing
Schermerhorn
Schermerhorn
drea Scott
ley Skinner
Ann Slinker
Jill Speicher
April Stanley
Elizabeth Stanley
Liz Stansberry
Summer Stewart
Shea Stonecipher

Riann Alderlch
Kim Alexander
Tina Andolina
Codie Barron
Keri Bazzell
Jessica Benton
Laura Blake
Maria Brock
Kim Bryant
Traci Buck
Raegan
Lynn Carlisle
Kim Carrico
Kelly Cavin
Amanda Chapman
Jill Collignon
Dana Damiani
Vicky Davidson
Pauletta Estes
Lori

Friday & Saturday, Apr. 14 & 15
Sony Recording Artist

w~o~ Gi1®[?~@0
Must be

~11

to enter the bar

Thursday Nights
Starting Apr. 20

G{]®lJ @3®®W @®[K]lJ@:©lt
For Males &

Jill
Ashley Graves
Kaci Greer
Amy Greene
Julie Hallemeier
Stephanie Hamlett
Holly Hancock
Michelle Hargrove

l cz

Kelli Petermeyer
Shelly Phelps
Beckie Pierce

an
Kristen Watson
Stephanie Watson
Liz Wimsant
Mindy White
Kasey Wilson
Ellen Yonts
Emily Yonts

@wo lrLJ@OD oll @®[K]ll@:@ll
For Females

Cash GiveAways • Call For Details
2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

(270) 575·0508
=::
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Racer tennis falls
to OVC foe UT-Martin 4-3
Alex Sundsten, junior from Oslo,
Norway, won at No. 3 singles over
Paulo Hexsel 6--3, 6-4.
In doubles play, Aracic and Sabastian Venjar, sophomore from
Osteaas, Norway, beat Jeremy Cagle
and Paulo Hexsel at No. 2 doubles 84 in the eight-game pro set, but Murray State lost the other two doubles
matches.
Murray State will host Ohio Valley
Conference rivals Eastern Kentucky
today at 1 p.m. and Eastern Illinois
Saturday at 9 a.m. before traveling to
Austin Peay on Monday at 2:30 p.m .
The OVC Men's Tennis Championship will be April 20 to 22 in
Nashville.

STAFF REPORT

The Murray State men's tennis
team suffered a tough loss Wednesday afternoon to UT-Martin 4-3 at
the Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts.
Murray State (6-13, 1-3 OVC} was
able to split three of the six singles
matches, but lost the doubles point to
UT-Martin, which won two of the
three doubles matches.
Nikola Aracic, sophomore from
Aha us, Germany, beat Tom Wride at
.No. 1 singles 6--2, 6--2, while sophomore Thiago Gondim, sophomore
from Fortaleza, Brazil, won at No. 2
singles over Peter Allnut 6--2, 6-2 and

Laura Deaton and Ryan Brooks/The News

(Top) Nikola Araclc, sophomore from Ahaus, Germany, answers a shot
from UT-Martin during a match Wednesday afternoon.
(Left) Thiago Goodin, sophomore from Fortaleza, Brazil, streches for a
backhanded return Wednesday at the Bennie Pucell Tennis Courts.

Women's tennis goes to 6-1 in conference after win over Austin Peay
STAFF REPORT

The Murray State women's
tennis team competed in its final
Ohio Valley Conference road
conte;t of the season Tuesday
afternoon, defeating Austin Peay
8-1.
Murray State (9-11, 6-1 OVC)

won all three matches and took
five of the six singles matches for
the win. Austin Peay (13-12, 3-5
OVC} won at No. 1 singles, in
which Celeste Tomkins beat
Nina Sartz-Knudsen, senior
from Oslo, Norway, 6-4, 6-3.
Murray State freshman Erica
Heshelman, from Rockton, lll.,

Hallie ·s Comet RelaY for L..ife

won at No.2 singles over Veronica Carr 6--3, 6-4, while Juliana
Hite, junior from Florence, won
at No. 3 singles over Zarinah
Brown 2-6, 6--4, 6-1.
Maria Alonte, sophomore
from Milwaukee, won at No. 4
singles over Kim Laub 6-1, 6-2,
while Cheryl Graham, freshman

eight-game pro set, while Alonte
and Hite won at No. 2 doubles
over Brown and St. John 9-8.
Graham and Katona won at No.
3 dou bles over Grant and Laub
by default.
Murray State returns home for
a three-game homestand to close
out the regular season today and

from Peachtree City, Ga., won at
No. 5 singles over Kimberly
Grant in straight 6-0 sets.
Gina Katona, junior from
Budapest, beat Jessica St. John at
No. 6 singles by default.
In doubles p lay, Heshelman
and Sartz-Knudsen teamed to
beat Carr and Tomkins 9-7 in the

un, sand, and that special guy..
Spring break regrets?

Team Silent Auction

Cheri Theatre ••••••••••4 Tickets
MaJestic Pizza &- Steakhouse.......... 2 Buffets
Southern Hope•••••••••• I / 2 Hour Massasre
Ulntasre Rose ••••••••••$25 Certificate
Emerson Tool Co••••••••••Edsre Belt Sander
Atnson·s PhotosrraPhY••••••••••$50 Slnlnsr &- ax11 Photo
Homemade Afsrhan
Cracker Barrei..........Cer tlflcate for 2
TroPics Tannlnsr Salon••••••••••Tannlnsr Certificates
Catfish Klt chen..........$20 Cer tificate
PhilliP Poweii•••••••••• KY Oo«wood 2000 Print. Sltned a nd Numbered
OumPIIns••••••••••One Cake
Or. Tina carter. ChlroPractor.......... One Free AdJustment
Russ Millennium Ptush TeddY Bear
sandra o·s •••••••••• Cer.ffflcata

Saturday. The Racers host OVC
foe Eastern Kentucky at 1 p.m.
today, then host non-conference
opponent Belmont a t 9:30 a.m.
Saturday before taking on OVC
rival Eastern lllinois a t 1 p.m.
The OVC Women's Tennis
Championship will be held in
Nashville on April 20 to 22.

It's Tee Time
SAVE$$$
ON GREENS FEES

Get a Free Pregnancy Test
same day results - all services confidential

Free rounds/discounts at over
270 courses, ranges and resorts.
Over 700 rounds of golf!

Life House Pregnancy Care Center
1506 Chestnut Street

•

~

TI

)I

h ' :. ,. l

2000 K.Y GOLF TOUR CARD

Tan house 2-doors down from Boulders

Only$35

753-0700

Foursome special - buy 3 & get 4th one FREEl

:J:
I

ss

(502) 363-2652
1-800·586487 2

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION.
of K#ncudcy

Credit card o rders are ae<:eJ?led
Support th•.flgbt agai'MI lu,.g dU.ase!

more

Graduation
.Free Quotes!
104 N. 4111 Sl.
Murray. KY 42071

753-3500
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Attention Youth Agency Administration,
Early Childhood Education and
Elementary Education students:
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Co II ege-Grads- get ~$_6Jl0* off
when you buy any Chevrolet, Oldsmobile·,
Pontiac or GMC Vehicle.

Marshall County's newest and most innovative
childcare provider is now accepting applications
for teachers to work with children ages 6 weeks
to 13 years!

... ' _.........

Send your resume in confidence to:

CHIVY

iKids Childhood Enrichment Center
1471 U.S. H1ghway 68 West
Benton. KY 42025

WIUIIYHIU"

practical
experience in

.a. .

environment. Full time,
part time and summer

~~~

positions are available.

Shop on-line for clothing, books and more at over 70 e-tailers.

••Off« aoac1 wtlile su1191ies last 0111y et PlrtieiPitina d•len. Aveilablt 011ly to ~nts of AK, LA, Of(, TX end select count111 In
Al, CO. lA, IL. KS, KY, MO NE, NM, SO end fH. Offer Is 01*1 to students It l..t 18 ,..n cl ... with I Wllid drlwrs lan., ..matllddr.end Jtudent 10 or diploma sil'ltl 5198. Yllit l'"lfld.comilcr fllr c:amplttl GM Tilt Oriw c.tlflclla ......., Nits.

If you need care, we're also

27Q-527-Q014 to team more.

-

Take a Test Drive and Get a $50 ~
Certificate- at these Participating Dealers!

a fun , creative

of children. Please call

........ . . .

-~ ~

GMAC

Qldemoblle.

• Available only to eligible college graduates who are residents of AR, LA. OK, TX and select counties in AL! CO, lA, IL,
KS, KY, MO, MS. NE, NM, SO and TN. You must be within 6 months of gradua~ or have graduated wi~.n tf:!e past 2
years from a two-year or four-year college. Certificate program students are not elig~ble. You must take reta1l delivery from
participating dealer stock between 310"100 and 613Q00. May not be combined with other targeted offers. "GMAC" is a
registered service mark of the General Motors Acceptance Corporation.

We provide

enrolling a limited number

1

..

MURRAY. KY

MAYFIELD. KY

BENTON.KY

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
(270} 7 53-2617

Parsons Motor Co.
{270) 247-4111

Country Chevrolet
{270) 527-8671

,.
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Johnson hits homer in ninth for 'Breds win
BY JASON

BILUNGSLEY

SPORTS EDITOR

laura Deaton/The News

Cbrls Johnson, senior from Metropolis, Ill., looks at an
Incoming pitcb during tbe game Wednesday at Reagan
Field. Johnson hit the game-winning homer in the ninth.

While most Murray State students were
at All-Campus Sing at Lovett Auditorium
Wednesday afternoon, the Murray State
Thoroughbreds defeated the Missouri
Baptist University Spartans 4-3 at Reagan
Field.
With two outs in the bottom of the
ninth inning, Chris Johnson, senior from
Metropolis, Ill., hit a solo home run just
over the left field fence, winning the game
for the 'Breds (15-17, 8-3 OVC).
"He started me the first two pitches
with breaking balls and got me down 02," Johnson said. "Then he threw me a
fastball that I fouled off. I figured he
would come with a breaking ball again
and I justsatback and tried to hit it hard."
Jason Glosser (3-1), senior from Mattoon, Ill., got the win in relief after all four
batters he faced in the eighth and ninth
innings struck out.
Missouri Baptist (27-14), an NAJA
school, came into Wednesday's game off
a Tuesday night victory over Ohio Valley

Conference member Southeast Missouri
State.
Missouri Baptist scored first in the top
of the first on three two-out hits to take an
early 2~ lead.
Murray State tied the score in the bot·
tom of the first with a two-run home run
off the left field line foul pole by Justin
Varitek, senior first baseman from Long·
wood, Fla.
Both teams only scored one more run
each in the next seven innings before
Johnson hit the game-winning home run
in the bottom of the ninth to give Murray
State its 12th win in its last 15 games.
'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke said
the wind was a factor in Wednesday's
game, as many deep hits into the outfield
could not carry beyond the range of both
teams' outfielders Wednesday.
"Early on I thought we had hit a couple
of balls into right field that if the wind
hadn't been blowing in from that direction I thought had a chance to get over the
fence," Thieke said.
Murray State has its last "OVC bye
week" this weekend, as the 'Breds play

Belmont University this weekend. Thieke
said the non-conference play will help the
'Breds in many ways, particularly since
the rest of the OVC is squaring off against
each other while the 'Breds face Belmonl
"We'll definitely be watching all the
scores, especially Middle (Tennessee
State University)," Thieke said. "The bye
weekend is actually a little bit of a ble.c;s..
ing for us because we've got a couple of
guys (Ronnie Seeti and Gamer Byars)
that are kind of banged up right now and
hopefully we'll be able to get them back
before we play MTSU the next weekend."
Johnson said even though it is a nonconference game, the 'Breds will not overlook Belmont.
"We're looking for this week to just
keep a good effort on the field because
we're playing good right now," Johnson
said. "We got to come out and look at Belmont like it's conference and just keep
playing good and keep the momentum
up."
The 'Breds play Belmont for a single
game Saturday at 1 p.m. at Reagan Field.

MurTay State 4
Missouri Baptist 3
RfCOROS: MURRAY

15-17(8·3
OVC). MISSOURI
BAPTIST 27·14
STATE

KEY

P LAY£RS:

CHRIS JOHNSON, HIT
GAME WINNING
HOME RUN IN
BOTTOM OF NINTH
INNING.

COMMENTS:

"I

FIGURED HE WOULD
COME BACK WITH A
BREAKING BAll AGAIN
AND I JUST SAT BACK
AND TRIED TO HIT IT
HARD •• " -JOHNSON,
ON THE PITCH HE HIT
THE GAME·WINNING
HOMER ON.

Outdoor track finishes fifth, lOth at All-Sport Classic at SEMO
BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
CONTJ!18UTING WRITER

At the 19th annual All-Sport
Classic a~ Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
on Saturday, the Murray State
men's outdoor track and field
team placed fifth and the
women placed lOth, despite
some injuries and cold weather.
"When we first got there and
got off the bus, it was 40
degrees and snow was falling,
and I knew this wa~n 't a great

start to the trip," Head Coach
Bob Doty said.
Later thirlgs got worse for
MSU.
Two top athletes, Kenny
Shields, junior from Grandview, Mo., and Lindsay Newlin,
sophomore from Georgetown,
Mo., went down with hamstring injuries,
"That really hurt us," Doty
s aid. "We were expecting about
40 points out of Kenny, and at
least 20 out of Lindsay."

There were some bright spots
at Southeast Missouri State,
however, as David Bowersox,
sophomore from Owensboro,
won the pole vault with a jump
of 15 feet.
"It was cold, real cold, but we
did the best we could," Bowersox said. "It is good in meets
like this to compete against
other OVC schools and come
out on top."
Doty was pleased with the
teams' overall performance and

Classifieds
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fRATF.IINITIES, SORORITIF$, CLPB<;, 'iTI I·
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I'.NO YOUR MONEY WORRII'S' C.eat ca~ as
a truck dnvc:r In only two weeks, gtc;al pay and
bencnu. great fob !oecwlly, fob placemcnr Call
now! 800-99S.S8).2.

"KISS YOUR CAlli.£ C:OOI>B'r'"E" Only S69
tncludc' t>ash ~00 :-ysu~m 4o channel&:
S1!1.99/month Tc>ll·free BAA-2\12-41136. Won't be
un,lcrsnld' Money-hack ~o~u.11~ntl't' l'l'.DP.X
lkllveryl

ye1 onljr

~rom NY City Have a IJI'UI aununet. Make
a clill'et'l'nce In kkk' ltvcsl Good salary,
lntermhlp credlts It: free ltm /Bd. All
spocu. Watct Skiing, Caooeing. Ropes.
Ufegu2rds, Cl2lls, Dance Jo.erobics, Nutrition & Counselors. Kitchen, Office & Nfghr

RENT

40x6ox 14,

NF.W SF.NIOR NAI\Ktm F.:~m $500.$l ,OfJO/Oa~·,
:usc Century Le:ld System , da)'titne-no week·
m.l$. Call \\':lde 800-619·5133-c:o<t. 22; or G:IC)'

~C:ttalilll ~

SOCK A'IJllSKI!IfYAJI.DMLI'. MOl Hughes ~r.
Ull:hln<lln<' campos coiTee 'hop) 7a.m ·? Samr·
dJy, Apnl lS All proceeds wtil go to ~ theoltrc
schol..-shlpl

ORIVERS ANI> OWNP.R OPERATORli needed
With flathed experience to run the: .Southeast.
lic)fnc weekends. tennir.al pay, great benefit
package. Call Welborn Tr:oMpon !Dl-828-6452,
ext. SC02.
DRIVEJI COVENANT TRANSPORT Coast to
Co3.U runs, tc:uns sun 42c- <15c. 'lgn-on booi.L•
for exp. co. drtvclli. Cllpericnc:ed <lrfvers, and
owner operators 800-441-'1394 for 11radu2te ~
!.Ients 8(')0·3~28.
URIVfR· We nlre th<' OOI' l.or1g· h;wl divisions.
Up to j7( ~ mile, 9(11\. no·Louch. A~!lgnt'<.i convcnuunal5, full bencfitl> ;~nd mmc' Cla'\i-A COL
re4ulred Qard•nal Freight Olrrt<'~ 800·938247}. www.catdlog.com.EOE.

POOI$'1'RICE!;' PLUNGING' thtge 31'd9' 0.0.
I ~mllY•$lzcU rx:x>ls wttb 'undcck, f~nce & 11ltcr
only Sllf*!, Stl Jnwn ftnJnciltR' Profc:;sloml
ln\l;lllatlnn rcqulrt!d, '.IJJuilln cnst Hurry' Call
R()( t-7~\1-6(1~. Ltmtl<'<i llrc-.t, A KY Corpor.Hion
lll't.l COMI'lJTF.ll' Fnctl.!l')' dtrcu SO down
Low monthly pa)mcnt. Pcnrluan-111 1!00 avail~
alllc Rc=lvcd credit prohll:lm OK! 0.11 by April
14 for frt.-e pnmcrl OMC eoo-4n·9016 Code'

FIUF.NDLY TOY$ A.~D GIYTS has opening.< for
party pbn dcmonsuators & nuna~!Cf$! Home
decor, gifts. toys, Chrbmw l'<~m cash, tn~.
recognition. l'rc:c c:ml<>g lnfornuuon 80()..488..
4!l7S.

MAt~ .

I-IELP WANTED

a time of 3:36.25.
Other top five finishes for the
men included Tyrone Graham,
freshman from High Point,
N.C., who placed third in the
100-meter dash with a time of
10.81, and Garrett Middleton,
freshman from Nashville, Ill.,
who placed second in the discus with a toss of 150 feet, 8
inches.
The Racers will travel to
Jonesboro, Ark., on Saturday to
compete in the ASU Classic
with the injured athletes cutting

back on their competitions.
"I don't want to risk any more
injuries, so Newlin and Shields
will compete in one or two '
things," Doty said.
'
After this meet and one at
home next weekend, the Racers
get two weeks off to prepare for
the OVC finals.
"We have to maintain and
practice," Bowersox said. "If we
keep our schedule the same we
should be in good shape for the
OVC."

Need Money?

Qunp Couruclors - New yurk C<H.'d Tnm
down- Pitnc-"S camp. tllkc 4 pliiy In the

SALE

blamed the cold weather for the
problems.
"We had been competing in
mostly warm temperatures,"
Doty said. "Our uniforms are
made of silk, which allows the
wind to cut right through them,
so nobody was completely in
their competitions mentally."
In team events, the men
placed second in the 4·by-100meter relay with a time of 42.02
seconds, as well as placing fifth
in the 4-by-400-meter relay with
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"Where all the girls are finer than gold"
Tennessee's Best in Adult Entertainment

Coming April 29, •
International Dreams
Male Review
Puryear, TN on 641 South
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6 p .m . - 1 a.m.
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tELECTIONS
:
i. Amendment passes
·
{by 1arge margm
l

l:

t

JFrom Page 1
Kirkham said the overwhelming
margin the amendment passed by
!shows a mandate that students wanted the change.
The resolution's final step is
approval by the Board of Regents at
its June meeting. Kirkham said the
Board is aware of the measure and
the approval is virtually a foregone
conclusion.

The SGA and RCA's goal over the
next month is to iron out details and
prepare a smooth transition for the
beginning of next year.
RCA President josh Williams said
current RCA executive officers will
work with SGA in an attempt to get
things ready for a smooth start for
next year.
"There might be some minor
changes that have to be made to the
RCA constitution to coincide with
SGA's constitution," Williams said.
"We did not want to plan too far
ahead until we knew the outcome of
the elections."
Thome said he believes the SGA
transition will be the easiest in years
with him, Kevin Lowe and Hibbs

returning to the executive council.
He said the bond that has developed
between the group over the last rew
years will benefit their production.
"With the relationships we have
developed, it should be easy to face
each other when problems or concems occur," Thome said. "I can't
think of a better scenario with everyone coming back to the executive
council, and we have many new
faces which will bring a fresh voice to
the senate."
Kirkham said he has confidence in
handing over the reins to the newly
elected officials.
Said Kirkham; "I hope they con tinue to strengthen SGA's position on
campus.''
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Rtc on residents
From Page 1

said he would determine the course of
action after he met with them.
According to the Student Life Handbook, before students are expelled or suspended, they are entitled to a hearing
before the University judicial Board. That
board consists of three students, three fac~
ulty and an administrative staff member.
Some residents at Richmond College are
relieved the episode is coming to a dose.
"Most of the people (who live in Rich-

mond) are just glad it's over," one Riehmond College resident said. "I don't think
anyone would be real happy if they got off
with nothing."
The student also said many were surprised when they heard who had been
arrested. Both Soto and Adams were well
liked in the residential college, he said.
"I knew they really didn't like living
here anymore, but I didn't think they
would write an e-mail threatening the
building and talking about people in the
building," the resident said.
Interim Director of Public Safety Mittie
~utherland said she could not release further details on the investigation until the
court hearing. Director of Housing and
Residential Colleges Paula Hulick also
declined to comment.

Gloria's World Village Foods
Watching your budget?
Now, Gloria's has low cost
lunches and desserts ...
Now Serving:
Have you ever tasted
"Halo-Halo"
Chili Hotdogs
dessert drink?
Ice Cream Cones
Lamb or Chicken Gyros
Vegetarian Falafil Pita
Greek Salads
and other exciting ethnic dishes!
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graduation countdown
class of 2000 network
graduation announcements
~al ine tift registry
real world guide
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Best Deal
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